Udapi is an open-source framework providing an application programming interface (API) for processing Universal Dependencies data. Udapi is available in Python, Perl and Java. It is suitable both for full-fledged applications and fast prototyping: visualization of dependency trees, format conversions, querying, editing and transformations, validity tests, dependency parsing, evaluation etc.
Introduction
Universal Dependencies (UD) 1 is a project that seeks to develop cross-linguistically consistent treebank annotation, by both providing annotation guidelines and releasing freely available treebanks. Two years after the first release, UD version 2 (UDv2) of the guidelines was published, accompanied by the UDv2.0 release of the data: 70 treebanks for 50 languages, with 12M words in total, contributed by 145 treebank developers. 2 The steady growth of the UD popularity results in an increased need for tools compatible with UD and its native data format CoNLL-U. Such tools are needed by both the treebank developers and users of the treebanks. Thanks to the simplicity of CoNLL-U, simple tasks can be performed with ad-hoc scripts or even standard Unix tools (sed, cut, grep etc.). However, there are several disadvantages of these ad-hoc solutions:
• They tend to be suboptimal regarding speed and memory, thus discouraging more frequent large-scale experiments.
• The code is less readable because the main logic is mixed with boilerplate.
1 http://universaldependencies.org 2 http://hdl.handle.net/11234/1-1983
• It is easy to forget handling edge cases. 3
• Ad-hoc solutions are difficult to maintain once they outgrow the original simple task.
We present Udapi -a framework providing an API for processing UD, which should solve the above-mentioned problems. Udapi implementation is available in Python, Perl and Java. In this paper, we focus on the Python implementation because it currently has the best support and largest user community. The Perl and Java implementations are kept harmonized with the Python implementation as much as the differences between these programming languages allow.
The API is object-oriented and covers both processing units ( §3.1) and data representation ( §3.2). The development of Udapi is hosted at GitHub. 4 Anyone is welcome to contribute.
Example use cases
Udapi can be used both as Python library and via the command-line interface udapy. This section gives examples of the latter. If no reader block is provided, read.Conllu is used by default. Block write.TextMode Trees is very useful for fast visualization of dependency trees in terminal and tracking changes in vimdiff. As the example above shows, it can render non-projectivities, it has a parameter for specifying the node attributes to be printed and it uses color highlighting in the terminal.
Parsing
For longer documents, it is handy to use a pager (less -R) 5 so one can search attributes of all nodes with regular expressions. The shortcut udapy -T stands for write.TextMode Trees color=1 and printing the default set of attributes form, upos and deprel: udapy -T < latin-sample.conllu | less -R Similarly, udapy -H is a shortcut for a (static) HTML version of this writer (see Figure 1) and -A is a shortcut for printing all attributes. Run udapy --help to learn more shortcuts.
Block write.Html also generates a HTML file, but it uses JavaScript for traditional-style tree rendering, tooltips, SVG export button, highlighting alignments between the sentence and nodes and possibly also between nodes of word-aligned parallel sentences, see Figure 2 .
Block write.Tikz generates a L A T E X code, suitable for inclusion in papers, see Figure 3 . 
Format conversions
Udapi can be used for converting between various data formats. In addition to the native CoNLL-U format and to the visualization layouts mentioned in Section 2, Udapi currently supports SDParse (popularized by Stanford dependencies and Brat) 6 and VISL-cg 7 formats as illustrated below: udapy write.Vislcg < x.conllu > x.vislcg udapy read.Vislcg write.Sdparse \ < x.vislcg > x.sdparse
Querying and simple edits
There are two online services for querying the released UD treebanks: SETS by the University of Turku 8 and PML-TQ by the Charles University. 9 The SETS querying language is easier to learn, but less expressive than the PML-TQ language.
Udapi offers an alternative where queries are specified in Python and may use all the methods defined in the API, thus being suitable even for complex queries. For example, using the method is_nonprojective(), we can find all nonprojective trees in a CoNLL-U file, and mark the non-projective edges with a label "nonproj" stored in the MISC column (so the dependent node will be highlighted by udapy -T):
The same can be achieved using util.Mark and the -M shortcut, which instructs the writer to print only trees that are "marked":
Block util.Eval can execute arbitrary Python code, so it can be used not only for querying, but also for simple (ad-hoc) editing. For example, we can delete the subtypes of dependency relations and keep only the universal part: 10 cat in.conllu | udapy -s util.Eval \ node='node.deprel = node.udeprel' \ > out.conllu
For better reusability and maintainability, we recommend to store more complex edits in separate Python modules. For instance, module udapi.block.my.edit with class Edit will be available via udapy as my.Edit.
Validation
UD treebanks are distributed with an official validate.py script, which checks the CoNLL-U validity and also treebank-specific restrictions (e.g. a set of allowed deprel subtypes). Udapi currently does not attempt to duplicate this format validation because it tries to keep CoNLL-U loading as fast as possible, checking only the most critical properties, such as absence of cycles in dependencies. Udapi can also be used for non-UD treebanks, 11 which use a different set of values for UPOS, DEPREL etc., so a strict non-optional validation is not desired.
UD website features also content validation available as an online service. 12 It is basically a special case of querying, with a set of tests formalized as queries. For example, the multi-obj test searches for nodes with two or more (direct) objects or clausal complements. This can be implemented in Udapi as follows: len([n for n in node.children
Although some tests may occasionally bring false alarms (finding a construction which is not forbidden by the UD guidelines), it is worth checking the results of tests with most hits for a given treebank as these often signal real errors or inconsistencies. For example, the two multi-obj hits highlighted in Figure 1 are both annotation (or conversion) errors: In the first sentence, friend should have deprel vocative and Linda should depend on it as appos. In the second sentence, it should be a subject (nsubj) instead of object. The tree visualization also sets off the erroneous nonprojectivity, where On the one hand should depend on pressure.
Block ud.MarkBugs is an improved version of the online content validation with higher precision and coverage. Treebank developers can apply ud.MarkBugs on their data offline (before pushing a new version on GitHub, or on secret test data), so it complements the online validation. It is possible to apply only some tests using parameters tests and skip: udapy -HAM ud.MarkBugs skip='no-NumType' \ < in.conllu > bugs.html 11 The reader block read.Conllu can load even CoNLL-X and CoNLL-2007 formats, using the optional parameter attributes listing the column names.
12 http://universaldependencies.org/ svalidation.html
UDv2 conversion
When the UDv2 guidelines were released, there were many treebanks annotated in the UDv1 style. Luckily, most of the changes could be at least partially automatized. Some of the changes were simple renaming of labels, e.g. CONJ → CCONJ, which is easy to implement in any tool. Some of the changes were more difficult to implement correctly, e.g. conversion of ellipsis from the old remnant style to the new orphan style.
Block ud.Convert1to2 has been successfully used for converting five UDv2 treebanks: Bulgarian, Romanian, Galician, Russian and Irish. Block ud.Google2ud converts data for 15 languages from a pre-UDv1 style used by Google.
Other use cases
Block ud.SetSpaceAfter uses heuristic rules to add the attribute SpaceAfter=No, while ud.SetSpaceAfterFromText does the same based on the raw text. Even more advanced is ud.ComplyWithText, which can also adapt the annotation so it matches the raw text, e.g. by reverting the normalization of word forms. 13 Block ud.AddMwt splits multi-word tokens into words based on language-specific rulesthere are subclasses for several languages, e.g. ud.cs.AddMwt for Czech.
Overall statistics (number of words, empty words, multi-word tokens, sentences) can be printed with util.Wc. Advanced statistics about nodes matching a given condition (relative to other nodes) can be printed with util.See.
For evaluation, eval.Parsing computes the standard UAS and LAS, while eval.F1 computes Precision/Recall/F1 of various attributes based on the longest common subsequence.
Tree projectivization and deprojectivization (Nivre and Nilsson, 2005) can be performed using transform.Proj and transform.Deproj.
Design and Implementation
The primary focus of Udapi is simplicity of use and speed. The amount of effort spent on designing specialized data structures, micro-optimizing the speed and memory critical parts (e. Table 1 : Memory and speed comparison. We measured performance of individual implementations on loading and saving from/to CoNLL-U, and on a benchmark composed of iterating over all nodes, reading and writing node attributes, changing the dependency structure, adding and removing nodes, and changing word order. We used cs-ud-train-l.conllu from UDv1.2 (68 MiB, 41k sentences, 800k words).
CoNLL-U, iterating over all nodes sorted by word order while allowing changes of the word order too) and other technical issues was much bigger than the effort spent on the use cases described in Section 2. For example, to provide access to structured attributes FEATS and MISC (e.g. node .feats['Case'] = 'Nom') while allowing access to the serialized data (e.g. node.feats = 'Case=Nom|Person=1'), Udapi maintains both representations (string and dict) and synchronizes them transparently, but lazily. Table 1 shows a benchmark of 5 frameworks: Treex (Perl), PyTreex (Python 2) and three implementations of Udapi (Python 3, Perl, Java 8). 14 The full description of the API is available online. 15 The following two sections summarize only the most important classes and methods.
Classes for data processing
Block. A block is the smallest processing unit that can be applied on UD data. Block classes implement usually some reasonably limited and well-defined tasks, often corresponding to the classical NLP components (tokenization, tagging, parsing. . . ), but there can be blocks for purely technical tasks (such as for feature extraction).
Run. The Run class instance corresponds to a sequence of blocks (also called scenario) that are to be applied on data one after another. Such scenarios can compose very complex NLP pipelines. This class offers also the support for the command-line interface udapy.
Classes for data representation
Document. A document consists of a sequence of bundles, mirroring a sequence of sentences in a typical natural language text. A document instance can be composed programatically or can be loaded from (or stored to) a CoNLL-U file.
Bundle. A bundle corresponds to a sentence, possibly in more forms or with different representations, such as sentence-tuples from parallel corpora, or paraphrases in the same language or alternative analyses (e.g. parses produced by different parsers). If there are more trees in a bundle, they must be distinguished by a so called zone (a label which contains the language code).
Root. A root is a special (artificial) node that is added to the top of a CoNLL-U tree in the Udapi model. The root serves as a representant of the whole tree (e.g. it bears the sentence's identifier). The root's functionality partially overlaps with functionality of nodes (e.g., it has methods children and descendants), but differs in other aspects (its lemma cannot be set, its linear position is always 0, it has methods for creating and accessing multiword tokens, computing the sentence text (detokenized), accessing the treelevel CoNLL-U comments, etc.).
Node. The Node class corresponds to a node of a dependency tree. It provides access to all the CoNLL-U-defined attributes. There are methods for tree traversal (parent, root, children, descendants); word-order traversal (next_node, prev_node); tree manipulation (parent setter) including wordorder changes (shift_after_node(x), shift_before_subtree(x), etc.); and utility methods: is_descendant_of(x), is_nonprojective(), precedes(x), is_leaf(), is_root(), get_attrs([]), compute_text(), print_subtree().
Some methods have optional arguments, e.g., child = node.create_child(form= "was", lemma="be") for creating a new node with given attributes or node.remove( children="rehang") for removing a node but keeping its children by re-attaching them to the parent of the removed node. 16 
Related work
Treex (Popel and Žabokrtský, 2010 ) is a Perl NLP framework focusing on MT and multi-layer annotation in the PDT (Bejček et al., 2013) style. It is the only framework we are aware of with at least partial support for UD and CoNLL-U. NLTK (Bird et al., 2009 ) is a popular framework focusing on teaching NLP and Python, with no UD support yet. 17 GATE (Cunningham et al., 2011) 18 is a family of Java tools for NLP and IR. There is a converter from CoNLL-U to GATE documents. 19 Brat (Stenetorp et al., 2012) is an online editor (without full CoNLL-U support) and conllu.js 20 is a related JavaScript library used in the embedded CoNLL-U visualizations on the UD website.
Conclusion
Most of the current Udapi applications are focused on treebank developers. In future, we would like to focus also on other users, including NLP students, linguists and other researchers to make UD data more useful for them.
We hope Udapi will also serve as a common repository of interoperable NLP tools.
